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Liberty Insurance commits to a primarily remote working model
•
•
•
•

One year after implementing its cloud-based business model, Liberty
announces a new milestone in its commitment to digitalisation
New approach will see all Ireland and Northern Ireland staff have their home
as their primary workplace moving forward
Liberty is one of the first corporations in the insurance market to commit to
remote working as their official working model
In July 2020, Liberty announced an investment of €100 million to create a
revolutionary technological ecosystem to reinvent its cloud business model

Dublin, 12 March 2021
Liberty Insurance today announced its commitment to remote working as its go-forward
working model, advancing on the company’s transformation process to becoming a fully
digital organisation.
The insurer, which employs over 400 people across its Irish operations in Dublin, Cavan and
Fermanagh, will require all staff, including its senior leadership team, to work primarily remotely
in future, with the option of spending up to 2 days per week in the office once the pandemic is
over to carry out specific activities or hold face-to-face meetings.
Earlier today, under the slogan "Liberty, Best Place to Be", Juan Miguel Estallo, CEO of Liberty’s
European retail operations, personally announced the new working model to its nearly 2,000
employees across Ireland, Northern Ireland, Spain and Portugal. Effective immediately, all staff
will be able to work remotely from anywhere within their country of employment. This move is
part of Liberty’s commitment to become a fully digital organisation.
Mr. Estallo also announced that all ‘remote’ employees will receive an additional €660 gross
annual payment to cover any related remote working expenses.
Juan Miguel Estallo, CEO of Liberty Europe, said:
"This decision supports our core values as an organisation, as well as our employees' work-life
balance. It is also a further step towards the cloud business model that we launched and started
to build towards before the pandemic, and which will culminate in 2024.
"Equally, this is a response to what our employees are asking for. Through surveys to measure
their experience, Liberty employees have told us that 93% of the workforce does not want to
return to the pre-pandemic in-office working model. Therefore, we want to put people first, be
more efficient and respond to the expectations of flexibility required by the best talent in the
market, so that those who work at Liberty can live where they prefer," he adds.
John McCarry, Talent Leader for Liberty’s European Operations, said:
"At Liberty we live by our value of “Putting People First”, and we have worked together with our
employees to create a new working model that is consistent with our strategy and the current
needs of our employees. This new model integrates benefits such as flexible working hours and
geographic mobility across Ireland and Northern Ireland and mitigates the most sensitive
aspects.
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"For years, we have been committed to wellness programmes that guarantee comfort and safety
in the workplace. In the last year, we have also focused on guaranteeing digital disconnection,
the physical and emotional well-being of our employees, as well as the adaptation of the
workstation in each employee's home."
In support of its goal of achieving a cloud-based business model and a fully digital organisation,
in July 2020 Liberty Insurance announced an investment of €100 million across its European
operations to create a new model of operating insurance through a digital ecosystem on
Amazon's public cloud API. Since then, its motor direct business for Ireland and Spain have been
operating through an insurtech approach based on offering simple and modular products to
customers.
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Notes to the Editor
About Liberty Insurance
Liberty Insurance provides car and home insurance to the Irish consumer market. The company
operates from offices in Cavan and Dublin. Liberty Insurance is part of the Liberty Mutual
Insurance Group.
About Liberty Mutual Insurance
At Liberty Mutual, we believe progress happens when people feel secure. By providing
protection for the unexpected and delivering it with care, we help people embrace today and
confidently pursue tomorrow.
In business since 1912, and headquartered in Boston, today we are the sixth largest global
property and casualty insurer based on 2019 gross written premium. We also rank 77th on the
Fortune 100 list of largest corporations in the U.S. based on 2019 revenue. As of December 31,
2020, we had $43.8 billion in annual consolidated revenue.
We employ over 45,000 people in 29 countries and economies around the world. We offer a
wide range of insurance products and services, including personal automobile, homeowners,
specialty lines, reinsurance, commercial multiple-peril, workers compensation, commercial
automobile, general liability, surety, and commercial property.

